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A LETTER FROM THE STAR PRINCIPAL HERALD
Greetings and Warm Holiday Wishes to All!

The OP has been published and is being distributed to the landed Nobility, Great
Officers and the warranted heralds or the seneschals of branches that do not have
heralds.  If you have not gotten a copy, expect it shortly. A limited number will be
available thru the stock clerk in January.

There are omissions in this publication of the OP and we need your help to fix the
problems.  Please make the OP available for review and correction by the people in
your area. Collect these updates and send them to Rosalia O'Brogan, Zodiacus Herald.
Also, Remember that you should be sending in a court report form for EVERY court
you attend.  Without the report forms the OP does not get updated.  If you do not have
a "official" form, a letter with the who got what awards at an event will be acceptable.

As we prepare for the start of another year we will also be seeing some changes in the
staffing of the College.  Master Lucais has asked that I find a replacement as Golden
Staff.  Master Lucais has done an outstanding job as Golden Staff.  Golden Staff acts
as a resource for court heraldry and ceremony.  Anyone who has attended a court
heralded by Master Lucais will agree that he has set a standard for which to strive,
thank you for your service.  If you are interested in the position of Golden Staff please
let me know.

The Submissions and Publications arms of the Ansteorran College of Heralds are
closing from December 15 thru January 15. There will be NO ILOI for January. All
submissions that arrive in December and January will be included in the February
2000 ILOI. This break in the ILOI publication is being done to allow us all to catch up
with the paperwork generated from the large number of submissions received this
year.  Commentary on the November ILOI will be due in January.  Thank you all for
your hard work this year.

The January Gazette will be published and used to distribute some of the
administrative paperwork for the college. It will not include an ILOI or collated
commentary. It will include  new copies of all the submission forms, court report form
and an administrative handbook for the Ansteorran College of Heralds.

Remember to send in your subscriptions for the 2000 Gazette.  All branch heralds will
continue to receive the gazette but if your branch can, please pay for your
subscription.  The rate is $12 for the year.  Details are listed below.

In service,

Francois, Star
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Heraldic Mythology (or The Good, the Bad and the Cool-but-not-Period):
Part the Second—Picking a Name

One of the first things a person new to the SCA starts thinking about is a name. Here’s a golden opportunity to fix one of
those things many of us think our folks did wrong and give ourselves a name we like.  But there’s a lot that goes into picking one
you’ll like for life, just as “Johnny” may be fine for a kid but not so great as an adult.  In SCA naming, you’ve got to take into
consideration not only personal taste in terms of how the name sounds, but also the persona you want, the historicity of the
name, and, if you want to register it, the SCA requirements.

Fluidity in Practice
Since most folks didn’t have fixed last names, they could also have multiple last names.  This is something that is repli-

cable in Society practice, since most of us generally only go by our first names with the registered bynames not widely known.
When I call people about heraldry issues, I often identify myself as “AElfwyn the herald.” I could also be called “AElfwyn from
Ansteorra” if someone was trying to distinguish me from one of the other AElfwyns on an SCA email list.  Tagging other people
with names or referring to yourself as such works easily and is akin to period practice.

When signing your name, or having it affixed, to a document, you may want to remember that names were often Latinized
in period. This practice endured to the end of the SCA period.  Repeat with me: for specific information, consult an expert.

The spelling of names were fluid in period, although the variations in spelling followed patterns.  The patterns vary from
culture to culture, language to language, and from time period to time period, and any generalization would be misleading.  Just
be aware that although there is more than one “right” way to spell the name, there are still “wrong” ways to spell it. Find out the
“right” ways and vary them

If you are part of a couple trying to choose names, you will probably need more than one byname. For most of the SCA
period and in most European cultures, women did not change their byname upon marriage, even once surnames became fixed.
Having a common surname in a common location probably meant you were siblings, not married. The English and the Germans
in late period are the most notable examples.

Where to Look
The local heraldic library is the place to start.  I recently published the baronial holdings; that gives you an idea of what all

we have to browse.  If we don’t have the period or culture you’re interested in, you can check the local library under “Names,
personal” or “onomastics.”  You will want to find a dated reference for a particular name to get an idea of when it was used. [4]
If you have Internet access, you may also want to browse the articles at the Academy of St. Gabriel website or ask them for help.
[5]

Last Words (well, not in the absolute sense)
In making a final choice, try to see how often it will be mangled by those around you. Write it down for your friends and

see if they can pronounce it.  You may not mind, but remember that someday some court herald that doesn’t know you may be
calling you something obscene when you receive that award from the hands of the crown.

Of course, if you want to register the name, that involves using the Rules for Submission, the Administrative Handbook,
the Laurel’s Precedents, and the Ordinary and Armorial.  You might even have to talk to a herald. But that can wait until the next
installment. [6]

Ælfwyn aet Gyrwum
Callisto Pursuivant
Barony of Bjornsborg
Kingdom of Ansteorra

[4] Tangwystyl verch Morgant Glasvryn, “How to Document a Name (to within an Inch of its Life),” KWHS A.S. XXIX.
[5] http://www.itd.umich.edu/~ximenez/s.gabriel/
[6] Which, undoubtedly, I’ll beg better heralds than I to read and comment.  Thanks to Daniel de Lincolia the keeper of

hyphens, Aryanhwy merch Catmael Prytydes the heraldry junkie (talk about names to give a voice herald apoplexy—she says
the herald didn’t even try to say it when she got her AoA), Tangwystyl verch Morgant Glasvryn the Welsh names goddess, and
Effrick neyn Kenneoch the Scots name and culture goddess for their comments and assistance.  A big thanks also to Caelin on
Andred, who had a copy of the next-to-final draft to give me when I lost mine in a pre-Y2K glitch.
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Unto the heralds of Ansteorra, greetings.

This explanation was promised in ILOI 1199 but not delivered:  There are changes to the fasttrack return policy that was
published in August, 1999, in the paragraph beginning “Fasttrack returns will also include….”  Deletions are lined out and
additions are italicized below:

Fasttrack returns will also include items that used to be called administrative returns or pended items.  In practice, they
were either corrected immediately or sat in the Asterisk files forever (or until a black hole swallowed them).  If a submission is
returned for a reason that does not require that the forms be redone (e.g. an incorrect check, device forms with no name forms,
etc.), the usable forms will be held by Asterisk for up to 3 months for the problem to be corrected.  Thereafter, and for all cases
where the forms are unusable, Hereafter, the forms will be returned to the submitter or the herald except for one copy in the
permanent Asterisk file to document the action.  If the submitter or herald wishes to resubmit the same usable forms (for
example, the same device with a corrected name, or the same name with correct payment), the number of required copies will be
reduced by one because there will be a copy in Asterisk files.  In any case, Asterisk’s files stay cleaner and the responsibility for
the forms stays where it belongs: with the submitter or the herald.

In service to the submitters and heralds of Ansteorra,

Kathri, Asterisk

A LETTER FROM THE ASTERISK HERALD

Winter winds of change are blowing in the College.  To recap postings from different months and between the Gazette and
the Black Star, the following positions are accepting applications currently:  Star Principal Herald (Chief Heraldic Officer for
Ansteorra and a Great Officer of State), Obelisk Herald (Publisher of the Ansteorran Gazette and head of the publications arm),
Retiarius Pursuivant (publications arm, collater of commentary), and Golden Staff Pursuivant (education arm, voice heraldry
education and court heraldry resource).  Zodiacus Herald (head of the precedence arm) has changed office holders; Forerynel
Pursuivant (precedence arm, deputy to Zodiacus) moved up to Zodiacus and Forerynel is vacant (though no call has been put out
yet for applications).  Wakeforest Pursuivant (deputy to Golden Staff) is vacant (no call for applications yet) as the office holder
moved up to the Eclipse Herald position (Central Regional Herald).  The new Stellar Scroll (achievement registrations) first
letter appears in this Gazette.

Another change, the selection of my deputy (unnamed/untitled), is now complete.  This actually allows me to make the
announcement one month earlier than originally planned but since the Gazette is late this month it almost works out to the same
time.  The deputy Obelisk will be Lady Ælfwyn æt Gyrwum (also currently Callisto Pursuivant to the Barony of Bjornsborg).  I
hope that you will all welcome her to this role and assist her as needed.  Please continue to consider applying for the Obelisk
office or for Retiarius as to date I have had no inquiries on either.

Ansteorran Gazette subscriptions are due.  Please remember that the Gazette subscriptions are all as of the December issue
(this one).  Subscriptions are $12 per year (checks made out to SCA, Inc. - Kingdom of Ansteorra) and should be mailed to the
Asterisk Herald.  Local branch heralds and kingdom staff will continue to receive the Gazette if they cannot pay, but please
consider paying for your subscription if you can (or asking your group to pay if you are a local and they can afford to pay).  The
Gazette is a functioning tool of the college but inclueds periodically articles which are useful to those learning heraldry.  Please
consider writing articles as well.

Coronation is coming.  Watch for another kingdom submission table (like the one held at ATYC).  Local heralds, if you are
having problems documenting a name or finding an artist to draw a device, come to coronation or send the submitter.  If you are
a consulting herald, or heraldic artist, please come prepared to help.  If the volume is anything like ATYC, the college can use all
of the help it can get.

Gulf Wars is coming as well.  See the letter on page 4 from the Merdian Herald for the War.  Contact him if you can help
or volunteer time.  Service also supports the kingdom’s war effort and you get the opportunity to meet and work with heralds
from other kingdoms.

Etienne, Obelisk

A LETTER FROM THE OBELISK HERALD
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[Obelisk Note:  This was originally an email.  However,
per the sender’s wish for spreading of this information, this is
being included in the Gazette though I have no permission to
print from him.]

Goode Gentles,

I have the honor of being Deputy War Herald for the
upcoming Gulf Wars.

As such, my primary duty is for the activities which will
be conducted at :Herald's Point".  These will include classes,
consulting, submissions, and "Rent-A-Herald".  We will also
be headquartering the announcement site and route hearldry
out of the Point.  And there are several other activities which
we want to include this year, including a heraldic walking tour
of the site and the soon to be traditional Knowne World Her-
alds Gulf War Social.

So...I am looking for volunteers, anyone interested in
helping out from wanting to take on the awesome cosmic re-
sponsibilities of a shift leader, looking for a minimum of four
(basically chief deputies), to people who want to learn more
about heraldry and spend time helping others, to those willing
to teach classes from basic tinctures to advanced naming prac-
tises.... And from willing to help for the entire war, with at
least one day off, to willing to aid for a few hours.

If you wish to volunteer, please reply directly to me via
E-mail ASAP.  Please also feel free to distribute this message
outside of Meridies, as I would like to invite and have partici-
pation from all kingdoms which are represented at the War
this year.

If you have any questions, please e-mail me or call me.

In Service,

Carlwyn George Ordragoun of Canterbury
Carlwyn George Ordragoun of Canterbury
mka Charles Burgess
Ordragoun@worldnet.att.net
Home phone: (770) 739-6311

A LETTER FROM THE GULF WARS
DEPUTY WAR HERALD (MERIDIES) Greetings from Robert Fitzmorgan, Stellar Scroll

The office of Stellar Scroll is responsible for registering
achievements of arms within the Kingdom of Ansteorra.  Those
who wish to commission an achievement scroll from the Col-
lege of Scribes must first register that achievement through
my office.   When I took over this office I discovered that the
rules for achievements don't seem to be written down any-
where that I can find.  One of my goals is to correct this.   Until
a formal set of rules can be adopted I intend to use the follow-
ing procedure for registering any submissions:

1.    The submitter should obtain a copy of the Achieve-
ment Registration Form (ARF) from their local herald or from
the kingdom web page.  The ARF can also be found at: http://
www.geocities.com/Athens/Aegean/2883/ach_form.gif

2.    The form should be filled out completely and sent to
me either directly or through the local herald.

3.    I will review the submission to insure that it follows
such rules as currently exist and check that the submitter does
in  fact have the awards that entitle them to the desired achieve-
ment.

4.    If so I will forward the submission to the Oblisk
Herald to be published in the next Ansteorran Gazette for com-
ment by Ansteorran College of Heralds.  Comments should be
sent directly to me.  CoH members will be given at least one
month to respond.

5.    If I receive no unfavorable comments by the dead-
line I will register the achievement.  I will place a copy of the
registered achievement in my files and notify Star Signet,  Obe-
lisk, and the submitter.

6.    If I receive comment from the CoH that convinces
me that there is a problem with the submission I will deal with
that on a case by case basis.

Since taking this office I have received one submission
as follows:

Galen of Bristol, Viscount (East), KSCA, Pel.
Crest:    Dragon Passant Coward maintaining in it's dex-

ter forclaw a sword palewise sable within a circular chain Or.
Motto:  Noblesse Oblige (Translation from French:  "Nobil-

A LETTER FROM STELLAR SCROLL

ity Obligates")  Livery:  Gules  And   Or.  Coronet of Rank:   East Realm Viscount,  Engrailed of 10, topped with pearls with
a chapeau inside.  Helm Color:  Argent, Helm Facing:  Dexter, Helm Type:  Personal  (Note: Submitter included a photograph
of the desired helm.)  Supporters:  Dexter:  Dragon rampant coward Sable,  Sinister:  Dragon rampant coward Sable gorged of
an Ansteorran Viscounty coronet

Note that this modifies the submitters currently registered achievement changing the supporters, helm, coronet and the
translation of the motto.  The currently registered achievement is as follows:

LIVERY:  Or and Gules.  HELM:  Barrel Helm with gold cross on face.  CREST:  A [German] dragon gorged of a
viscounty coronet, maintaining in its dexter foreclaw a sword palewise, sable, within a circular chain, Or.  (reg. 8/96)  MOTTO:
Noblesse Oblige (Noble Obligation - French)  CORONET: East. Ten points topped with pearls.  SUPPORTERS:  (Dexter) A
dragon rampant coward sable, gourged of a viscounty coronet Or.  (Sinister) A dragon rampant coward sable, gorged of a
viscounty coronet Or.  [SAME]

Please get any comments to me by February 15, 2000.  If you have any questions, comments or submissions my contact
information appears in the college roster or in the back of the Black Star.

Robert, Stellar Scroll
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INTERNAL LETTER OF INTENT 1299
1) Angelina De Cicco (Eldern Hills)

New name.  New device.
Per bend azure and
purpure on a bend
between two roses
argent an arrow
proper fletched
purpure and azure.

Documentation provided:
Angelina De Felice (Nomi) p 66 under Angelo as
a fermale variant, with reference to Saint Angela Merici
born 1474 died 1540.
De Cicco De Felice (Cognomi) p 103 uncer Cicco
as a variant.
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes:  Any. No other instructions.

2) Bran o Coill Dorcha (Northkeep)
New name.

Documentation provided:
Bran Ó Corráin & Maguire p 33 dates this spelling to
671.
o particle meaning ‘from’
Coill noun meaning ‘wood’, per Malcomn
MacLennan, Pronouncing and etymological dictionary of
the Gaelic language p 610 (Aberdeen SCO: Aberdeen
Univ Press, no date published).  Also p 68 of An
Etymological Dictionary of the Gaelic Language by
Alexander MacBain (Gairm Publications, Glasgow, 1982)
and p 26 of Language 30: Irish Gaeilge by Coilin Owens
(Barrons Education Services, 1994) all under “coill.”
Dorcha adj meaning “dark” per MacLennan, ibid p 419;
MacBain, ibid p 99, and Owens, ibid p 25.
Format documented Owens, ibid p. 44.
Photocopies: All referenced, and others for Bran.
Changes:  Any.  Desired gender is male. Changes
requested for authenticity to 9th – 11th C Irish Gaelic
language/culture, which is most important.  (Meaning is
documented as “Bran of the Dark Wood.”)

3) Christine Magorlick (Stargate)
New name.  New device.

Gules, a swan naiant to
sinister between three roses
Or.

Documentation provided:
Christine Feminine given name.  The spelling
Cristine appears in Black dated to 1530 (p. 9 s.n.
ADUNNALE) and 1584 (p. 113 s.n. BUIST).  The
spelling Christina is dated to 1290 in Black (p. 579 s.n.
MALMURE).
Magorlick Scots surname.  The forms McOlrig &
Makolrik. are dated to "before 1566" in Scotland. The
spellings M'Gworlick & Magolrick are dated to c1600 in
Ireland.  (Black, George F., The Surnames of Scotland
[New York, NY: The New York Public Library, 1946].
pp. 569-70 under MACWALRICK.). Given these, the
spelling Magorlick seems reasonable for c1600.
Examples of masculine patronymic bynames appearing as
women's surnames began appearing in Scots in late
period.  An example is Maria M'Kane M'Fale in 1548
(Black, p556 s.n. MACPHAIL). See also Academy of
Saint Gabriel report: "Client 1355: Curstaidh" (available
at http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/
showfinal.cgi?1355+0) for summary of info on
submitter's original desired form <Curstaidh Magorlick>.
Photocopies:  Report from Academy of Saint Gabriel.
Submission history:  “Curstaidh Magorlick” was
returned by Laurel 5/95 because of inadequate
documentation of “Curstaidh” as a period form.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Gender doesn’t matter.
NOTE:  The submitter really wanted some form of the
given name Cirsty / Cirstie (as opposed to Christy), but
we could find no documentation for it in period.  Should
anyone be able to find documentation for Cirsty / Cirstie,
the submitter requests that her submitted given name
Christine, be replaced with Cirsty / Cirstie (a C spelling,
not a K spelling)

The 3rd Annual Outlands Heralds & Scribes Symposium
will be held at

theCollege of Tygre's Keep
in the Barony of Dragonsspine
in the Kingdom of the Outlands

March 25-26, 2000
That is Colorado Springs, Colorado.  More information can

be found at:  http://mu.chao.net/~tim/sca/hs2000.html

Do not forget your Gazette subscription!!!

Subscriptions are annual, ending in December, and only
cost $12 per year.  Please send you subscription and
payment to the Asterisk Herald.  (Local heralds will

continue to receive copies but please ask your group to pay
if they can afford it.)
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4) David Michael Collanwood (Lindenwood)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 12/98.

Per chevron gules
and sable two
chevronels between
three triskelions of
human arms wielding
hammers argent.

Submission history: “Per chevron gules and sable, a
chevron between three triskelions of human arms
wielding hammers argent” was returned in kingdom 5/98
for conflict with Demetrius Gordanius Analindal, “Per
chevron gules and sable, a chevron between two crescents
argent and a talbot’s head erased argent spotted sable”
with 1 CD for change of type of secondary charges.

5) Doireann Ó Brollachain (Northkeep)
New name.

Documentation provided:
Doireann Ó Corráin & Maguire p 75 under
Doirend dates the name to historical usage in the eleventh
century.
Ó Brollachain MacLysaght Surnames of Ireland p 24
under O Brallaghan
Photocopies: As listed plus others.
Changes:  Any.  Irish 9th-11th century language / culture
is most important.  Desired gender is female.

6) Duncan Hepburn (Steppes)
New badge. Name registered 12/98.

(Fieldless) A petrel
migrant to base sable.

7) Elene Kirchenknopf (Bordermarch)
New change of device. Name registered 9/97.

Azure a bend
sinister between
a bowl and a
hand apalmy
argent.

Changes:
Upon registration of this device, submitter wishes to
release “Azure, on a sun argent, an oak tree eradicated
vert, a chief potenty argent,” registered 9/97.

8) Erastus von Eisenwald über Tauberbisholfsheim
(Steppes)

New name.  New device.
Or three piles way
bendwise sable.

Documentation provided:
Erastus From ‘The Catholic Encyclopedia:
Erastus and Erastianism’,
http://www.knight.org/advent/cathen/05514a.htm, ‘The
real name of Erastus was Thomas Lieber or Liebler. He
used the Latinized form in his works, and accordingly
became known by that name. He was born in Baden, in
Switzerland, of humble parents, 7 September, 1524, and
died 31 December 1583.’  This would suggest that the
latinized form of Lieber and Liebler is Erastus.
von ‘von’ denotes ‘of’;
Eisenwald locative from German “Eisen” meaning
‘Iron’ and ‘Wald,’  German for ‘wood, or forest.’  Two
such places exist, per search on the Internet, but no dates
available.
über German preposition meaning “over” or
“above” but used in locatives to indicate “up the mountain
/ river / road from.”
Tauberbisholfsheim a town in Germany dating back
to the 1300’s at least
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Photocopies: Catholic Encyclopedia article.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Sound is most important.
Desired gender is male.

9) Genevieve de Courtanvaux (Steppes)
New name.  New device.

Per pale sable and
argent two panthers
rampant combatant
counter-changed.

Documentation provided:
Genevieve Geneviève la Falmenge is found under
“G” in: Dubh, Colm, “An Index to the Given Names in
the 1292 Census of Paris”;
http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/paris.html
de French for “of”
Courtanvaux Castle Courtanvaux in the Loire,
Valley, France.
Changes: Minor changes only.  French language / culture
is most important.  Desired gender is female. Note on
forms says “Any additional documentation for the name
would be appreciated.”

10) Marion Ravendel (Steppes)
New name.  New device.

Per bend sinister
argent and sable a
heart counter-changed,
on a chief vert a pair
of shears Or.

Documentation provided:
Marion Withycombe, E.G., ‘The Oxford Dictionary of
English Christian Names’, 3rd ed; (p. 209 s.n. Marion)
dates the spelling <Marion> to 1373, 1402.  Grey, Irvine
and J. E. Gethyn-Jones, editors, The Registers of the
Church of St. Mary’s, Dymock, 1538-1790 list 3 varient
spellings still in use 1543-1569.

Ravendel Constructed locative plausible for the
last few years of the 16th centry.  Ekwall p 313 under
Ravendale lists Ravenedal in Domesday and Ravendala
c. 1115.  Speed, p 119, map of Lincolnshire dated to
1610, lists Ravendale in “… AVESTO WAPON” (first
letters of area bound into spine).  Bardsley gives an
example of the shift from <-dale> to <-del> on p 777
under Twaddell (‘valley of Tweed [river]’): John
Tweddel, 1587.
Photocopies: Letter from Mari Elsbeth nic Bryan about
“Ravendel.”
Changes: Minor changes only, but if preferred spelling
“Ravendel” is not found to be a period name, “Ravendal”
or “Ravendale” will be acceptable.  Desired gender is
female.

11) Matilda Merryweather (Steppes)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 8/99.

Per bend sinister wavy
azure and vert, a cross
bottony Or, a bordure
argent.

Submission history:
“Per bend sinister wavy azure and vert, a cross bottony
Or” was returned by Laurel 8/99 for conflict with
Launcelot de Westwood (9/73) “Azure, a cross botonny
fitchy Or.”  (The kingdom meeting granted a CD for the
fitchy bottom, but Laurel did not.)

12) Miguel Sebastian d’Opoto (Steppes)
New name.  New device.

Or, a continental sea
panther gules within a
bordure sable.
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Documentation provided:
Miguel The Olive Tree Geneology,
http://www.rootsweb.com/~ote/magship.htm, Magellan’s
Voyages from ‘The Discovery of America’, by John
Fiske, 1892. List of survivors of the first voyage around
the world, under ‘The Victoria’ – Miguel de Rodas,
boatswain (contramaestre) of the Victoria.  Also,
‘Portuguese Name from the 16th Century – Letters from
the Court of King John III’, by Juliana de Luna, June
1999;
http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names/juliana/portugal16 ;
Under Men’s Given Names – the following names were
borne by two individuals: <snip> Miguel <snip>
Sebastian ‘A Partial List of Leonese and Castilian
Given Names 1050-1200’, by Diego Mundoz, 22 Oct 99,
http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names/diego/reilly.html,
Under Men’s names – Sebastian.  Also, The Olive Tree
Geneology, ‘Miscellaneous Ships Passenger Lists, from
‘The Discovery of America’, by John Fiske, 1892; Under
‘List of Dead’ – Sebastian de Mayorga, of Majorca
d’OpotoPort town in Portugal
Photocopies: As listed.
Changes: Minor changes only.  No other instructions.

13) Morgan MacAlpin (Mendersham)
New device.  Name registered 5/99.

Per bend sinister
azure and gules, a
griffin segreant, in
base a mountain Or.

14) Siobhán níg Fhloinn uí Donnabháin (Lindenwood)
New badge. Name registered 9/92.

(Fieldless) A cross of
four ermine spots
azure.

15) Walter Robin (Mooneschadowe)
New name

Documentation provided:
Walter Robin P. H. Reaney A Dictionary of
British Surnames p 274 under Robins, Robyns, Robbins,
etc. lists “Walter Robyn 1279.”
Changes:  Any.  Elizabethan England language / culture
is most important.  Desired gender is male.

STATUS OF ILoIs

ILoI0599: Discussed 7/9/99.  Results AG 08/99.
LoI 7/30/99.  Laurel meeting 11/14/99.

ILoI0699: Discussed 8/7/99.  Results AG 09/99.
LoI 8/30/99.  Laurel meeting 12/4/99.

ILoI0799: Discussed 9/12/99.  Results AG 10/99.
LoI 9/30/99.  Laurel meeting 1/16/2000.

ILoI0899:  Discussed 10/16/99.  Results AG 11/99.
LoI 10/30/99.  Laurel meeting est. 2/13/2000.

ILoI0999:  Discussed 11/20/99.  Results this Gazette.
LoI 11/??/99.  Laurel meeting to be scheduled.

ILoI1099: Discussion Scheduled 12/18/99 - La Marche Sauvage.

ILoI1199: Comments due to Retiarius 1/20/2000.
Discussion to be Scheduled .

ILoI1299: This Gazette.  Comments due to Retiarius 2/20/2000.
Discussion to be Scheduled .

ILoI0100: THIS ILoI DOES NOT EXIST.
COLLEGE ON VACATION JANUARY OF 2000.

Laurel issued the following rules change 11/24/99:
There was only one technical comment and no objections, so as of
this meeting, the rule XI.1 is amended to the following:
XI.1.   Reserved Charges - Armory that contains elements
reserved to or required of certain ranks, positions, or territorial
entities, inside or outside the Society, is considered presumptuous.
Symbols reserved or required solely inside the Society may only be
registered to those entitled to the status associated with those
symbols.

Examples of such elements include the field
Azure, semy-de-lys Or, which is restricted to
French royalty; a laurel wreath, required for
official Society branches; the knight’s annulet of
chain, etc.  Lists of these charges can be found in
the glossary.  Some elements, like the French
royal field, are always restricted.  Others are
limited to specific segments of the Society.  For
example, individuals may not place laurel wreaths
on their armory, while only those who are royal
peers may use the insignia of those ranks.

The change corrects the omission of the tincture of the fleurs-de-lys
in the arms of France, and removes examples that are either
problematic or overturned.  The rule itself is unchanged.
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ANNOTATED INTERNAL COLLATED COMMENTARY - FOR ILOI 0999

Herewith please find the decisions made at Emerald Keep’s
Havest Moon on November 21, 1999.

Kathri, Asterisk
————————————————————————

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Perronnelle
Charrette de La Tour du Pin, Retiarius Pursuivant, make
most courteous greetings.

For information on commentary submission formats or to
receive a copy of the collated commentary, you can contact
me at:

Charlene Charette
15910 Valverde Drive, Houston, TX  77083
281/277-4055 (11am-10pm)
charlene@flash.net

Perronnelle, Retiarius
————————————————————————

Commenters for this issue:

Da’ud ibn Auda -- al-Jamal Herald

Gawain of Miskbridge -- Green Anchor Herald, Calontir

Bryn Gwlad -- by Gwenllian ferch Maredudd, Salvatore (a
herald newly moved in from out-of-kingdom), Johann
Kiefer Hayden, and Daniel de Lincoln (y’r humble scribe
and first-person comments below).  We checked all armory
against the 8th edition Ordinary, and names against the on-
line Armoral thru the 5/99 LoAR.  We found no conflicts
unless noted.

Magnus von Lubeck -- Shadowlands
————————————————————————

1.  Aelfwyn Webbestre  (Northkeep)
new name; new device; Bendy sinister azure and argent,
three leaves conjoined in pall vert.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Bardsley (p. 798 s.n. Webster) dates <John le
Webestere> to 1273.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Tengvik, Old English Bynames page 149 gives
AElfwines as a man’s name dated to the second half of the
10th century and page 275 under Webba gives OE webba
‘weaver’ dated from 1100-1130.
[Device] The bendy sinister should be drawn with 6 divi-
sions rather than 7.  [Asterisk:  When there are this many
divisions,  there is usually no distiction made between
“bendy sinister azure and argent” vs “azure, three bends

argent” in either period heraldry or the SCA.]
————————————————————————
1. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted, but see Magnus.
————————————————————————

2.  AillÈn Gunn  (Bryn Gwlad)
new name; new device; Argent, a dragon segreant coward
purpure.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  It seems absurd to say that “Scottish Gaelic
language/culture is most important”, and while submitting
an Irish Gaelic given name and an English surname.
[Device]  Conflict with Megwyn of Glendwry, Argent, a
unicorn-headed dragon, with lion’s forepaws, segreant
purpure, armed and orbed Or, tail to base entwined about a
garb sable.  There is, at the very best, one CD for the
changes to type (head and forelegs) of the dragon.  In fact,
even these may not count for anything.  The garb in base,
held as it is by the tail, is presumably a maintained charge.
(For it to count for difference, Laurel precedent says it must
be co-primary -- as large as -- the dragon.  I don’t see how it
can be here.)  The posture is the same, right down to the tail
going to base.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  While this dragon would doubtless look just fine
as a piece of jewelry or a tattoo, it isn’t heraldic:  it’s hard to
identify, it isn’t in a clear heraldic posture, and it doesn’t
even come close to filling its space.  Let it be redrawn more
conventionally.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Consider Megwyn of Glendwry (7/83, 5/85),
“Argent, a unicorn-headed dragon, with lion’s forepaws,
segreant purpure, armed and orbed Or, tail to base entwined
about a garb sable.”  1 CD for the garb?  1 CD for the body?

Consider Minimoto Akataro (9/73), “Argent, a
dragon rampant vert holding in the dexter forepaw a Latin
cross trefly Or.”  1 CD for the dragon’s tincture.  1 CD for
the cross?

Conflict with Deirdre McLair (3/84), “Argent, two
dragons combattant purpure, maintaining an arrow inverted
vert.”  1 CD for the number of dragons (that is, for removing
the one in dexter).  No CD for the maintained charge.
“Combattant” implies “rampant” == “segreant” here, so no
CD for posture.  No CD for tail position in the current
design (which doesn’t look particularly coward to me
anyway).

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  O Corrain & Maguire page 18 under Aillen gives its
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meaning little elf, a diminutive of Ailill dated to 802 and
1032.  Black, page 14 under Alan gives Ailene or Ailin as
Old Gaelic from ail ‘rock’.  It lists Ailenus from Adamnan’s,
Vita Sancti Columbae.  Black, page 332 under Gunn lists it
as an abridged form of a longer Norse name such as Gunn-
arr.  Gunni, son of Olaf, is listed as a Caithness chief of the
12th century.
[Device]  Conflict on Megwyn of Glendwry July 1983:
“Argent, a unicorn-headed dragon, with lion’s forepaws,
segreant purpure, armed and orbed Or, tail to base entwined
about a garb sable.”  There is one CD possibly from placing
the unicorn head on the dragon.  The garb appears to be a
maintained charge.
————————————————————————
2. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Returned for comflict with Megwyn of Glendwry
July 1983, and possibly others (see Bryn Gwlad).
————————————————————————

3.  Alana of Tallaght  (Rosenfeld)
new device; name registered 08/88; Per fess wavy purpure
and vert, a plate and three oak leaves in pall argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  The leaves are not at all identifiable as “oak
leaves”.  Indeed, without having read the blazon, I would
have thought they were deformed pine trees.  This one may
want redrawing before being passed on to Laurel.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  The waves should be drawn larger, both in
wavelength and amplitude, and those tiny oak leaves should
be drawn larger also.
————————————————————————
3. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel as redrawn by Arbalest.
(Asterisk: An excellent example of timely help with a
resubmission -- yeah, Borek!)
————————————————————————

4.  Alessandro Falieri  (La March Sauvage)
new name; new device; Argent, a dolphin haurient azure
finned Or between flaunches azure.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  It is not entirely clear from the quotation from the
documentation that “Falieri” (or, more properly, Faliero,
since the submitted form is in the plural) is a surname or an
office.  If the latter, it may be presumptuous, claiming a rank
that the submitter does not have in the SCA.  I think we need
some additional support for the byname.
[Device]  The “flaunches” here are not properly drawn.
“Flaunches should issue from the corners of the chief.”
(Da’ud ibn Auda, LoAR January 1995, p. 6)  The ones here
should be redrawn correctly before being sent on to Laurel.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  The cited quote makes both surnames sound like
plural forms, but since De Felice doesn’t list either one, I
can scarcely criticize them, es pecially given the large
number of Italian surnames that do end this way.
[Device]  The upper curves of flaunches should end in the
corners of the escutcheon, not as shown.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  http://www.srv.net/~thor/toddf/names.htm “Italian
Names from Florence, 1427” lists Alessandro.  The Catholic
Encyclopedia under Venice at http://www.knight.org/advent/
cathen/15333a.htm lists a Doge of Venice as Marion Falieri
died 1355.
————————————————————————
4. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel with further documentation of
the surname from Magnus.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel as redrawn at Kingdom.  [Well,
if dabbing white-out counts as “redrawing.”]
————————————————————————

5.  Alina de la Watere  (La March Sauvage)
new name; new device; Argent, a chevron sable, overall a
cross crosslet fitchy enlongated to base gules.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  Withycombe page 16 under Aline dates Alina from
1187 @ 1215.
[Device]  A “cross crosslet fitchy” will be “elongated to
base” to a fair extent by default.  I’m not sure that we need
to specifically blazon it here.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  Suppose it’s harmless, but the cross doesn’t really
need to be blazoned as enlongated to base.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  “Elongated to base” is unnecessary when it’s
“fitchy”.
————————————————————————
5. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel with “elongated to base”
removed from blazon.
————————————————————————
6. Almaith ingen Chormaic  (Trelac)
new household name House of the Golden Hunter; new
badge; primary name registered 06/99; Purpure, an apple
slipped and leaved within a bordure potenty Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  “The name is in the form of an inn name, allowed
for household names according to RfS (the Rules for
Submission) III.2.b.iv.”  I can’t say it any better than
Mistress Tangwystyl did: “Why do you believe that the
byname is ‘plausible as a sign name’?  What period ... inn-
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sign names do you know that have similar meanings and
construction?  Please, let us not blithely substitute ‘inn-sign
name’ for the more transparent ‘grammatically-correct
phrase for which we have no actual justification’.  ...  The
known corpus of period inn or house-sign names has a much
narrower structure than simply ‘<adjective><noun>’.”
(Tangwystl verch Morgant Glasvryn, LoC December 12,
1997, pp. 5, 9)

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Badge]  The Red Delicious apple variety celebrated it’s
centennial just a few years ago.  The Yellow Delicious is
newer yet, and even it doesn’t have that distinctive elon-
gated shape and bumpy base.  Most period varieties are
basically spherical.  I’d send this back under RfS VII.4:
“Hybrids or mutations of period forms known to have been
developed after 1600 generally may not be used as charges.”
Of course, if the client can show evidence of a period variety
which had this profile, I’d withdraw my objection.

Bryn Gwlad
[Badge]  The bordure is WAY too narrow.
————————————————————————
6. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.  Using the rule-of-thumb that
inn signs were things that could be drawn and painted, it was
the consensus of those at the meeting that a picture could be
drawn of a hunter, probably with bow or hawk, painted gold.
Badge: Forwarded to Laurel.  The submitteris advised to
draw the bordure a bit wider in the future.
————————————————————————

7.  Arabella de Montactute  (Elfsea)
new name; new device; Purpure, three chevronels braced
and in chief a cross bottony, on a bordure Or an orle azure.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  Looks more like “… a cross bottony and three
chevronels braced …” to me.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The chevrons and the bordure share a tincture.
However, “Starkhafn, Barony of ... badge. Per chevron azure
estencely argent, and sable, a chevron, a bordure argent.”
was registered without comment 5/99. and “Markus mac
Cumhaill. Device. Sable, a chevron argent and a bordure
argent billetty sable.” was 8/99.

Oddly enough, an orle on a bordure appears to be
registerable.  The most recent one is Robert de Cynnabar (7/
97, in Atenveldt of all things!  Cynnabar is in the Middle)
“Purpure, a bend ermine cotised argent between two fleurs-
de-lys, on a bordure Or an orle sable”, reg. only with
“Though this has a technical count of 9, the device is
balanced enough to be registerable.”.  There’s a Bruce prec.
saying a bordure charged with a tressure “is a perfectly legal
design”: Lisette de Ville, August 1993, s.v. Bordure.  (Might

consider reminding the CoA of these things on the LoI,
though).
————————————————————————
7. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as “Purpure, a cross
bottony and three chevronels braced, on a bordure Or an orle
azure.
————————————————————————

8.  Ariella Christine d’AillÈ  (Bryn Gwlad)
new change of device; name registered 04/94; Gules semy-
de-lys Or a lion sejant guardant argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
Her byname is registered as “d’Ailles”.
[Device]  Her currently registered device is Purpure, a
lioness sejant guardant and on a bordure argent a vine of
English ivy vert.  This information ought to be included on
the LoI.
————————————————————————
8. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted, with information
provided by Da’ud ibn Auda.
————————————————————————

9.  David de la Roke  (Glaslyn)
new name; new device; Quarterly argent and vert an oak tree
counterchanged.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 79 also gives David as being
common in the 12th century and dated 1086, 1196-1220, and
1285.
————————————————————————
9. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
————————————————————————

10.  Elewys Luscomb  (Crossrode Keep)
new name; new device; Purpure, on a pile argent a boar
rampant purpure.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Conflict with Julian of the Purple Must, Purpure,
on a pile argent two sprigs of laurel proper.  There is only
one CD, for the multiple changes to the tertiary charges.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  The pile is a bit too broad at the top.  Narrow it a
bit and draw the boar taller and skinnier for better period
style.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Reaney & Wilson also date de Luscumb to 1230.
[Device]  Conflict with Julian of the Purple Must January
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1974:  “Purpure, on a pile argent two sprigs of laurel
proper.”
————————————————————————
10. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Returned for conflict with Julian of the Purple Must.
————————————————————————

11.  Elisabeth de Calais  (Northkeep)
new name; new device; Per bend purpure and vert, a bend
argent between three fleurs-de-lys and a horse rampant Or.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  ElisÈe de Calais registered December 1998 may be
similar enough to cause a conflict.  Withycombe page 100
gives Elise as a French form of Elizabeth sometimes used in
England.  Elizabeth is dated by Withycombe from the 13th
century to the end of period.  Dauzat, Noms de Lieux page
131 under Calais dates Kalais from 1181.  Calais was under
English control during roughly the last 300 years of our
period.
————————————————————————
11. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel for ruling on possible conflict
with ElisÈe de Calais.  The two givens are pronounced quite
differently, but they do derive from the same root.  Those at
the meeting were not sure which point was most important,
which makes it a Laurel call.
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
————————————————————————

12.  Elspet Arbuthnoth  (Stargate)
new name; new device; Per saltire Or and gules, two sprigs
of holly vert.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Because the field is technically neutral, we may
wish to specify in the blazon that the holly sprigs are in fess.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  The blazon and emblazon don’t match.  The
former would put the holly sprigs in pale on the Or portions
of the field.  Is it possible that the field is really intended to
be “Per saltire gules and Or”? [Asterisk:  Bingo.  Mea
culpa.]

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  This looks like it needs to be reblazoned “Per
saltire gules and Or two sprigs of holly in fess vert.”
[Asterisk:  Yep.  Oops.  Thanks.]
————————————————————————
12. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as “Per saltire
gules and Or two sprigs of holly in fess vert.”
————————————————————————

13.  Emilie Penrose Blackwell  (Bjornsborg)
new device; name registered 05/99; Vert, a pair of scissors
argent within a bordure vairy gules and argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Vair does not normally follow the line of the
bordure in this way, remaining all palewise.  We might try
blazoning this as vairy of one trait argent and gules, or we
might try getting a redraw.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  The scissors are usually explicitly blazoned points
to chief.
————————————————————————
13. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as “Vert, a pair of
scissors points to chief argent within a bordure vairy of one
trait gules and argent.
————————————————————————

14.  Faol·n Louzac  (Adlersruhe)
new name; new device; Sable, on a bezant a hawk close
perched on a branch sable within a bordure Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  Does anyone else see any absurdity in a submitter
who wants “Changes ... for authenticity to Gaelic (Scots)
language / culture,” but has submitted an Irish given with a
French byname?
[Device]  Hawks are “close” by default.  We can safely
delete “close” from the blazon.  Conflict with Anthony
Westley, Sable, on a bezant a wolf’s pawprint sable, a
bordure Or.  There is at best one CD for the changes to the
tertiary charges.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  Usually we see sheep in wolves’ clothing.  This
time it’s a wolf in sheep’s clothing, or at least a hawk in a
raven’s attributes.  Ravens are drawn close and, by default,
sable.  The only thing in the emblazon that gives us a clue
this is a hawk is its beak, a pretty small clue in my opinion.
Belling and jessing would help, as would drawing it with
smooth feathers.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Incompatible languages Gaelic/ French.  If sound of
the name is most important the submitter may consider
Loingsach or Loingseach Middle Irish pg 124 OCM
[Device]  Conflict with Gwynaeth Math o Ddylluan (7/74),
“Sable, a bezant charged with a raven on a branch bendwise
all sable.”.  Field and bezant are the same.  1 CD for adding
a bordure.  This is not X.4.j.ii simple, which requires a
group of identical tertiaries, so there’s have to be two
changes to the group of tertiaries to get a CD, and I believe
there are none.  I see no CD for hawk versus raven, both
being predatory birds.
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Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  O Corrain & Maguire page 92 Faelan.  This was the
name of three kings of Leinster in the 7th to 9th centuries.
Faolan is a form of the name.  Morgan, Scottish Gaelic
Names for Children, under Faolan dates one of the saints of
that name dying in 777.  This one was an Irish missionary
who came to Scotland.  Woulfe, Irish Names and Surnames,
page 521 O Faolain gives it as meaning descendant of
Faolan.  It is dated to before the Anglo-Norman invasion.
Louzac is from Dauzat, Noms de Lieux, page 415.  Faolan is
a Gaelic name from early period Ireland while Louzac is a
French locative from several centuries later.
[Device]  Conflict with Gwynaeth Math o Ddylluan July
1974:  “Sable, a bezant charged with a raven on a branch
bendwise all sable” and Anthony Westley August 1995:
“Sable, on a bezant a wolf’s pawprint sable, a bordure Or.”
————————————————————————
14. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Returned due to the combination of the unattested
Irish-French components plus the wide temporal
incompatability.  Any corrections we could make would be
outside the limits of “minor corrections” allowed by the
submitter.
Device:  Returned for conflicts with Gwynaeth Math o
Ddylluan and Anthony Westley.
————————————————————————

15.  Fearghus MacKenna  (Elfsea)
new name; new device; Argent, a bend sinister wavy
purpure between a Labrys axe and a sheaf of arrows sable.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  The charge in chief is simply a labrys, defined as a
double-bitted Cretan axe; to call it a “labrys axe” is as
redundant as saying a “scimitar sword” or “galleon ship”.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  “Labrys axe” is redundant:  just call it “a labrys”.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Morgan, Scottish Gaelic Names For Children,
under Fearghas dates it to 500, 780, and 1161.  St. Fearghas
is dated from the 8th century.  O Corrain & Maguire page 97
under Fergus, Fearghus gives it as the name of an early king
of Munster and an early king of Ulster.  Black, page 493,
under MacFergus lists Colinus Fergusii (Cailean Mac
Fhearghuis) from a charter in 1485.  Black, page 525 under
MacKenna lists M’Kinnay from 1544 and the name was
found as Mackena by 1684.  MacLysaght, Surnames of
Ireland, page 175 under MacKenna gives it as a branch of
the southern Ui Neill in county Monaghan and lords of the
Truagh.  Woulfe, page 466 under O Cionaoda gives O
Kenna as common in the 16th century.  Fearghus is used
throughout our period in Scotland and Ireland and
MacKenna is found as a late period name in Scotland and
Ireland.
[Device]  The bend could be a little wider.

————————————————————————
15. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned “..a labrys and a
sheaf….”
————————————————————————

16.  Harold Graybeat  (Adlersruhe)
new name; new device; Gules, a chevron fimbriated Or
between three bears rampant argent.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe also gives Harold found in the 12th
and 13th centuries and Haroldus is dated 1201-1213.
————————————————————————
16. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
————————————————————————

17.  Isabeau Quiquandon  (Stargate)
new name

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  I could not find a dated citation for <Quicandon>,
but the name <Quincarnon> is listed in Elliot, Triste (SCA:
Cateline de la Mor), “Sixteenth Century Norman Names”
(http://www.panix.com/ ~mittle/names/cateline/
norman16.html)

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe, page 164 under Isabel gives the
French form of Elizabeth as Isabeau from 1605.
————————————————————————
17. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
————————————————————————

18.  Kovac Myklos  (Torre de los Brazos)
new name; new device; Gules, a stag at gaze argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Conflict with Gianni Arcieri, Per fess azure and
bendy sable and argent, a stag at gaze argent.  There is only
one CD, for the changes to the field.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  I have nothing on Hungarian names; are “I” and “y”
freely interchangeable in Hungarian like they are in English
or German?

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Conflict with Sabia Gunnhild Hunang (8/85),
“Gules, a reindeer statant regardant within an annulet
argent”.  1 CD for the annulet.  It is true that there’s a
Baldwin prec. s.v. Deer, “The heraldic reindeer is distin-
guished from the stag ‘by double attires, one pair erect, the
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other pendent’.  (Parker 196) [BoE, 10 Aug 85, p.3]”.
However, change in style of antlers is unlikely to be a CD,
but the closest precedent I found was “[A hare vs. a hare
armed with stag’s attires] There is a CD ... for the removal of
the attires, which a comparison of the emblazons showed to
be the visual equivalent of removing wings, for which we
also grant a CD. (Da’ud ibn Auda, LoAR May 1995, p. 10)”,
in Da’ud 2.2 bootleg prec. s.v. Difference.

There, under Beast, is ‘“I would grant a CD
between a correctly drawn antelope and a deer; the two
charges were distinct in period armory (unlike, say, the
heraldic dolphin and the bottlenosed dolphin, between which
we grant no difference).”  (Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme,
LoAR September 1992, pg.  37) (Da’ud ibn Auda, LoAR
February 1996, p. 8)’.  Is there evidence of period heraldic
reindeer being distinct from deer?

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Conflict with Sabia Gunnhild Hunang August
1985: “Gules, a reindeer statant regardant within an annulet
argent.”
————————————————————————
18. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel with the letter of permission to
conflict with Gianna Arcieri.  A visual comparison with
Sabia Gunnhild Hunang shows that her reindeer’s attire is
indeed prominent enough to provide a CD.  In fact, it almost
overwhelms the reindeer.
————————————————————————

19.  Lucien de Lorraine  (La March Sauvage)
new name; new device; Per fess gules and argent, a pegasus
passant contourny argent and a cross fleury fitchy elongated
to base azure.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Now this cross we probably have to blazon as
“fitchy elongated to base”.  In appearance, it’s more of “a
sword inverted, flory at the hilt and quillons”, than it is a
“cross”.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  This cross seems overly fitchy.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe, page 200 under Lucian gives St.
Lucian as a 3rd century martyr and  Lucianus is dated to
1166, 1200 and 1210.  Black, page 438 under Lorrain gives
the names as from Lorraine a province of France.  Eustache
de Lorreyne is dated to 1333.
————————————————————————
19. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.  The sumitter is advised to
limit the elongation in the future.

————————————————————————

20.  Mahee of Acre  (Loch Soillier)
new name; new device; Purpure a cross Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  We need more than a “quote” of websites as
documentation.  As has been noted by Laurel before, the
quality of websites and the information gleaned from them is
widely varied, from excellent to abominable.  (Let me tell
you about the “Names for Graceful Souls” site sometime.
Bleagh!)
[Device]  Conflict with the protected flag of Sweden, Azure,
a cross Or.  There is only one CD, for the change in field
tincture.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  Only one CD from Sweden, “Azure, a cross Or”:
for the field tincture.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Not able to document Mahee as a given name.
Reference to Mochta as a saint, associate of St Patrick whom
an Island is named.  Lives of Irish Saints Vol 2 pg 374
Mahee may be the modern spelling of Mochta.
[Device]  Conflict with the flag of Sweden, “Azure, a cross
Or”, with one CD for the field.  I commend the submitter’s
instincts, though.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  http://encarta.msn.com/find/
concise.asp?z=1&pg=2&ti=055CF000 Microsoft Network
Encarta Encyclopedia Online under entry Akko gives Acre
founded before 1500 BC and is one of the oldest continu-
ously inhabited cities in the world.  The Arabs took the city
in 638.  In the 12th century the crusaders captured it and it
fell to the Saracens in the 13th century.  Given the travels of
the early Irish missionaries this is a very plausible 6th-7th
century Irish name.  Examples are St. Columbanus’ travels
to Italy and the legend of St. Brendan’s voyage to North
America.
[Device]  Conflict with Sweden December 1994:  “Azure, a
cross Or” and Calontir, Kingdom of April 1984: “Purpure, a
cross of Calatrava Or.”
————————————————————————
20. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel for help from the CoA with
documentation of this name or one that would sound much
like this.  (mah - hee’ of ah’  - krah)
Device: Returned for conflict with Sweden and Calontir.
————————————————————————

21.  Medb ingen Domnaill  (Loch Soillier)
new name; new device; Checky of 12 parts azure and Or, a
swan displayed argent gorged sable.
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Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  Wouldn’t Domnaill aspirate after “ingen” to
Dhomnaill?  [Asterisk: per Tangwystyl, the ‘h’ would not
have been written during the submitter’s time period.]
[Device]  The swan is not “displayed”; in that posture the
bird’s body is vertical, with the tail also extending vertically
beneath and the legs spread to either side of the tail.  Given
the angle at which the body here is drawn, and the angle of
the tail (not to mention the entire lack of any feet), it is
rising, wings displayed.  The word “parts” is not necessary
to the blazon.

Potential conflict with the badge of Henry V of
England, (Fieldless) A swan rousant wings addorsed argent
ducally gorged and chained Or.  There is a CD for the field,
but there may not be a second for “wings displayed” vs.
“wings addorsed”.  While there is a CD when comparing
rising to displayed (see, e.g., Jaelle of Armida, LoAR
September 1996, p. 16), it is less clear when comparing
rising to rising, with the only difference being the placement
of one wing.  Addition of a second pair of wings to an
already winged charge has been deemed insufficient to grant
a CD.  On the other hand, there is the following precedent:
“We have generally given a CD for the difference on a
primary charge between wings elevated and addorsed and
wings displayed.”  (Da’ud ibn Auda, LoAR June 1996, p. 1)
(Please note the use of the term “generally” here; it isn’t
automatic.)

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The field is just “checky”.

Consider Francesca of Bright Angel (1/73), “Azure,
a dove displayed, head elevated argent.”.  1 CD for field.
Dove versus swan?  Consider also Este, House of (12/94),
“Azure, an eagle displayed argent crowned Or.” and
Brandenberg (12/94), “Argent, an eagle displayed gules
crowned Or.”, with the same problem.  Neither gorging nor
crowning on a whole bird is a CD.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  O Corrain & Maguire page 135 under Medb gives it
as one of the 20 most popular names in later medieval
Ireland and a Medb of the Ciarraige was mother of St.
Lugaid mac Luchta.  Page 75 under Domnall gives it as the
9th most popular name in early Ireland.  It is dated to 566
and its use is still noted in the 17th century.  Tangwystyl,
Feminine Names From Index to O’Brien’s Corpus
Genealogiarum Hiberniae http://www.panix.com/~mittle/
names/tangwystyl/obrien/ dates Medb to 12th century or
earlier.  Tangwystyl, 100 Most Popular Men’s Names in
Early Medieval Ireland http://www.panix.com/~mittle/
names/tangwystyl/irish100/ from the same source dates
Domnall to 12th century or earlier.
[Device]  Checky of 12 parts could not be found in SCA
heraldry and there were doubts that it is period heraldry.
The swan looks to be drawn in trian aspect.  For a swan

displayed picture an angry swan coming after you.
————————————————————————
21. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as “Checky azure
and Or, a swan rising, wings displayed, argent gorged sable.”
[Asterisk:  I wish my notes were more complete, since there
was considerable discussion about this device, but all I have
or can remember is the final decision.  (“Run it up to Laurel
and see if it flies.” ?)]
————————————————————————

22.  Melissent d’Aulnay  (Namron)
new name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 220 under Millicent gives
Melisent from 1201.  Dauzat, Noms de Lieux page 20 under
Annay dates Alnai to 1198.  Reaney & Wilson page 125
under Dando gives John de Alnai from 1150-1160.
————————————————————————
22. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
————————————————————————

23.  Michael Silverhands  (Stargate)
new name; new device; Quarterly azure and argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  Based on the documentation, it would appear that
the most likely form of the byname would be Silverhand (in
the singular).

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  “Silverhand” would sound more typical to me.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Conflict with Ulf of Sjaelland (2/96), “Quarterly
gules and argent”.  Even with the new field-primary X.4.a
rules, there’s only 1 CD for changing tincture of half the
field.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Possible conflict with Aethelstan of Axford
November of 1991:  “Quarterly azure and argent, an orle
embattled on the inner edge counterchanged.”
————————————————————————
23. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted, with a note that the
submitter will accept “Silverhand” only if the submitted
byname is deemed unregisterable.
Device:  Returned for conflict.  His alternate, “Quarterly
argent and azure,” conflicts with Hohenzollern, “Quarterly
argent and sable.”
————————————————————————
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24.  Neassa the Obstreperous  (Stargate)
new name; new device; Per chevron vert and argent ermined
vert, three roses in fess argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  The roses are not “in fess”; they are in chief.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  This is the sort of pedantic term that is rarely
recorded as an epithet.  More typical would be something
like “Loud” (Reaney & Wilson, p. 285) dated to 1242 with
this spelling, or “Belymu ” (Reaney, OES, p. 236) = “with
a mouth like a pair of bellows”, no date given.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  ” Corr·in and Maguire (p. 145 s.n. Ness) gives
<Neassa> as a Modern Irish (post c.1200) form of <Ness>
and gives <Ness> as the name of the mother of St. Mo
Ch·emmoc and sister of St. Õte.  I could find no examples of
<Obstreperous> as a name in any of my sources.  However,
it’s been registered exactly once:  (from the online O&A)
Obadiah the Obstreperous.  This name was registered in
August of 1984 (via the West).

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Laurel has ruled Coghlan to be a most unreliable
source.  Withycombe page 227 under Nessie gives Nessie
and Nest(a) as Welsh diminutives for Agnes.  Nest is dated
from the 11th century and Nesta dates from 1199.  Gruffudd,
Welsh Names For Children, page 75 gives Nesta as a form
of Nest and Nest is dated to about 800, 1100, and 1350.  O
Corrain & Maguire page 145 under Ness gives Ness, Neas,
Neassa and “In the legends of the saints, Ness, the daughter
of Faelan, is mother of St. Mo Chaemmoc and sister of St.
Ite.”  St. Ite died around 570.  This would place forms of this
name in use in Ireland and Wales throughout most of our
time period.  Obstreperous is from the Latin obstreperus.
Obadiah the Obstreperous was also registered August 1984.
[Device]  Can be reblazoned as “Per chevron vert and argent
ermined vert three roses fesswise in chief argent.”
————————————————————————
24. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as registered.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as “…three roses
fesswise in chief argent.”
————————————————————————

25.  Olivia Guadalupe O’Donnell RodrÌgues  (Glaslyn
via Raven’s Fort)
new name; new device; Argent, in chief a wolf’s head erased
sable and three fleurs-de-lys azure.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  “While the Rules for Submission allow languages
to be mixed in a name if the two cultures had sufficient
contact, RfS III.1. also states that they must follow
documented patterns.”  (Da’ud ibn Auda, LoAR March

1995, p. 14)  Combinations of Irish and Spanish have been
disallowed before.  “Submitted as Sanchia O’Connor, this
combined Spanish and Irish into one name.  We have
changed Sanchia to the closest English form [Sanche].”
(Jaelle of Armida, LoAR July 1997, p. 7)  The submitted
name is even more egregious than the example above
because it combines Irish and Spanish into a single
patronymic phrase.

All this totally ignores the fact that Guadalupe has
not been sufficiently documented as a given name to period.
How long after the 1551 appearance of the Virgin did
Guadalupe begin to be used as a given name rather than as a
placename?

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Could not document Olivia as a given name in
Spain during period.  Could not find Olivo as a given name
either.  Oliva, Olivar, etc are surnames in period.  Guadelupe
as a given name in Spain is unlikely. The following of Our
Lady of Guadelupe started in Mexico in the 16th century.  I
could not find examples of the name in period, except as a
locative.  Odonnell y Roderigues.  The likelihood of this is
not.  Complex names in two languages not  bordering with
modern spelling of O’Donnell and Rodrigues.  The only
spelling of Rodriguez in period I could locate was with an
ez.  The es seems to be not common until later.
[Device]  Reblazon “in cross a wolf’s head erased sable and
three fleurs-de-lys azure”?

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Oh dear!  This combination seems most unlikely.
Withycombe page 232 under Olive lists the Latin form Oliva
and Olive dated from the 15th century.  It also gives Olivia
as an Italian name that came into fashion in the 18th century
in England.  Englebert, Lives of the Saints, page 225 gives
St. Olivia in 9th century Palermo.  Fucilla, Our Italian
Surnames, page 113 gives Guadalupa as a geographical
name of Spanish origin.  Melcon, Apellidos Castellano-
Leoneses page 155 under Rodericus dated Rodrigues at
1240 and 1289.  If O Donnell was dropped this name could
be salvaged.  Spanish, Italian, and New World references in
combination would not be a problem.  The byname looks
like it has further problems.  LoAR April 1997 Alameda de
los Leones Marcela Viscamo Hidalgo Marques y Torres.
Name “There are a few period examples of the X y Y type of
double surname, though as I recall all of them involve
royalty or the very highest nobility; apparently the form was
originally adopted in order to display two territorial inherit-
ances, though it later acquired a more specifically genealogi-
cal significance.”  LoAR May 1994 page 19 “[Returning
Eduardo Negro y Albo.]  We need some documentation for
the form of the byname; none of the commenters cited any
examples of [surname] y [surname] to period.”  June 1985
LoAR, “Dulcinea Maria von M¸hlberg y Aguilar.  DISCUS-
SION:  According to Elsdon Smith, “In the last two centu-
ries the custom arose of a child taking as a surname the
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father’s surname plus the surname of the mother joined by y
(and) or, occasionally, by a hyphen.  The father’s surname
comes first.” (A Treasury of Name Lore, page 214)  This
suggests that the practice is out of period, though it doesn’t
prove it.  In actual practice, I suspect that the German
surname would have been at least partially assimilated:
“von M¸hlbert y Aguilar” is pretty jarring.”  This suggests
the name will have to be returned for mixing languages and
construction problems with the byname.  The submitter
might want to consider Olivia Guadalupe Rodrigues.
[Device]  It might be helpful to explicitly blazon fleurs-de-
lys in base.  Compare with Ariana ferch Medwyn December
1986:  “Argent, a wolf’s head erased sable, breathing
flames, within a bordure of flame proper.”  There is one CD
for changing the fleurs-de-lys to a bordure but it looks like
the change in placement of the wolf’s head is forced by the
bordure.  Breathing flames does not grant a CD.
————————————————————————
25. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Returned because combinations of Irish and Spanish
have been disallowed before, and dropping the Irish element
was outside the “minor changes” allowed.
Device:  Pended for an acceptable name.
————————————————————————

26.  Roberto Giano  (Stargate)
new name; new device; Azure, two dolphins addorsed
argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  That the dolphins are haurient needs to be
mentioned in the blazon.  (The default is naiant.)

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The dolphins are “haurient” (the default is
“naiant”).

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Can be reblazoned “Azure two dolphins haurient
addorsed argent”.
————————————————————————
26. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as “Azure, two
dolphins haurient addorsed argent.”
————————————————————————

27.  Roger of York  (Stargate)
resubmitted device; name registered 04/92; Purpure on a
bend Or cotised argent three roses vert.

[Retiarius note:  no comments received on this item.]
————————————————————————
27. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
————————————————————————

28.  Roger of York  (Stargate)
new badge; name registered 04/92; Fieldless a rose vert.

[Retiarius note:  no comments received on this item.]
————————————————————————
28. COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
————————————————————————

29.  Tane Verloren  (Namron)
resubmitted device; name registered 04/99; Azure, a compass
rose inverted and on a chief Or three fleurs-de-lys azure.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Inverting the compass rose creates an identification
problem here; it is not immediately obvious that the charge is
inverted, and it takes a minute to find the fleur which
normally marks the north point.  As a consequence, at first
blush it appears to be one of the compass star and annulet
combinations.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  There are charges which are just fine inverted, and
ones which really shouldn’t be.  In my opinion, a compass
rose falls in the latter category.
————————————————————————
29. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.  The inverted
compass rose is only one weirdness.
————————————————————————

30.  Tegan Rhos  (Loch Soillier)
resubmitted device; name registered 08/95; Per chevron
sable and vair two dragonflies argent.

[Retiarius note:  no comments received on this item.]
————————————————————————
30. COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
————————————————————————
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ACCEPTANCES

Amauri de Clovis. Name and device. Argent, a double-
headed phoenix sable rising from flames gules, a bordure
sable platy.

The name was submitted as Amariah de
Clovis. While there was a pattern in 16th
century England of using Old Testament
names, we know of no such pattern in
medieval French names. Barring such
evidence and barring any direct evidence
of Amariah as a French name, we cannot
register the combination.  The submitter
indicated that she was more interested in
the sound of the name than the meaning
and requested a male name, therefore we
replaced it with the similar French given
name Amauri, taken from Colm Dubh,
“An Index to the Given Names in the 1292
Census of Paris”.

Andri de Chartres. Name and device. Per chevron argent
and Or, a chevron sable.

Submitted as André de Chartres, the name
was changed to make it authentic for late
12th century France as requested.

Briana Dolfin. Name and device. Azure, three dolphins
haurient contourny Or.

Briana is SCA-compatible.

Catrin Brynmorgan. Name and device. Argent, two
dolphins haurient respectant and on a chief gules three hearts
Or.

Charles MacKinnon. Device. Per pale azure and argent,
two alligators rampant contourny each maintaining a sword
inverted and a tower counterchanged.

This device is clear of Wynflaed of
Hawksmir, Per pale azure and argent, a
tower and in chief two hawk’s heads
erased addorsed counterchanged.  After
examining the emblazon, it is clear that the
hawk’s heads are secondary charges.

Dominic MacNamara. Name.

Donatien Delaborde. Name (See RETURNS for device).

Eleanor de la Zouche. Name.

Elric Dracwine. Device. Per fess sable and argent, two
swans naiant contourny counterchanged.

Faustus of Antioch. Device. Pily bendy azure and argent, a
roundel and a bordure sable.

ANSTEORRAN EXCERPTS FOR ILOI 0499 - TAKEN FROM
THE LAUREL LETTER OF ACCEPTANCES AND RETURNS DATED 11/24/99

Gavin MacIain. Name.

Arval Benicoeur’s article, “Concerning the
Names Iain, Ian, and Eoin” mentions the
name Eithne ingen Iain i nOchtur Aird in a
12th century Irish Gaelic document. There
are other references to Iain (as a genitive
form), but they were part of religious
names.  Nevertheless given the single
citation, combined with the fact that Iain
is otherwise SCA compatible, we will
registered names containing mac Iain or
inghean Iain.

Jadwiga de Palanga. Name and device. Gules, on a bend
between six crosses Lorraine Or, a bow vert.

Submitted as Jadwiga Palangiene, the
submitter requested an authentic name for
a female in the 12th-14th century
Lithuanian/Baltic region.  At that time
Lithuanian was not a written language, so
the most likely form for her name would
be a Latin form. Furthermore, we have no
evidence that the suffix -iene was used for
anything but patronymics in period.
Therefore we registered a Latin form of
the locative.

Katla Óláfsdóttir. Name.

Marianna le Fey. Name.

Muge Ebugen. Name change from holding name Conrad of
Stargate.

RETURNS

Arnaud de Gournay of Dragonsley. Device. Per saltire
vert and Or, an eagle displayed counterchanged.

This device conflicts with Leonie de
Civronnay, Per saltire vert and Or, a
mockingbird displayed head to sinister
proper perched on an ocotillo branch
fesswise vert, flowered gules.  There is
one CD for change in tincture of the
charge.  While it is true that birds do not
always conflict with other birds, only
eagles were displayed in period.
Therefore there is not a CD for change in
type.  Examination of the emblazon shows
that the branch is not significant, so there
is no CD for its removal.

Donatien Delaborde. Device. Per fess argent and azure, two
ferrets statant counterchanged.

These are not ferrets; several commenters
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and Laurel staff thought these looked like
cats.  Ferrets have pointed faces, do not
have a prominent breastbone, and have
their neck entering the back of their head
rather than the bottom.

ANSTEORRAN EXCERPTS FOR ILOI 0499
(CONTINUED)

OTHER ACCEPTANCES AND RETURNS OF
POSSIBLE INTEREST FROM THE SAME

LAUREL LETTER

ACCEPTANCES

Calontir

Annalies Grossmund. Name and device. Per pale vert and
argent, a snake nowed in a Hungerford knot inverted
counterchanged.

Colm Dubh found a citation of Annalies in 1634 (Wilfred
Seibicke, Historisches Deutsches Vornamenbuch), which is in
our “gray area” of documentation. Therefore we will allow the
compound given name.  We will, however, only allow it in the
listed spelling (barring documentation that another spelling is
a valid period variant). Therefore we have changed the sub-
mitted form, Anneliese, to the documented spelling.

Sophia de Verdun. Name and device. Or, a dove volant
azure, a chief dovetailed azure ermined Or.

This is clear of Aryana van Wyck, Or, a dove volant, wings
addorsed, azure bearing in its beak an olive branch vert. There
is a CD for the chief, and another for the posture of the bird, as
the change in wing position is significant.

Wiktorzyja Adalbertowna. Name.

Submitted as Wiktorija Adlbertalisowna, the submitter’s source
for the name, The Writer’s Digest Character Naming
Sourcebook, is not by itself a good enough source for names,
especially as its information is contradicted by better sources.
Slownik Staropolskich Nazw Osobowych dates Wiktorzjya to
1398 (vol. 6, s.n. Wiktorzyja) and Adalbert in period (vol 1, s.n
Adalhert), so we change the name elements to documented
forms.  Also, the byname was corrected to use a documentable
ending.

East

Brangwayna Morgan. Name change from Bronwyn
Morgan o Aberystwyth and device. Lozengy sable and
argent, a chevron Or.

It was unclear if the citation of Brangwayna in Reaney and
Wilson, A Dictionary of English Surnames referred to a given
name or a surname. Harpy Herald, however, tracked down the
original source and confirmed that the name was used as a given

name and speculates that the name was derived from Arthurian
legend.  The name, however, is definitely 13th century En-
glish, not Welsh.

Kat’ryna Neblaga Volchkova. Device. Vair, flaunches
gules.

Nice armory!

RETURNS

Æthelmearc

Æthelmearc, Kingdom of. Order name Order of the
Caltrop.

The name conflicts with Caltrop Pursuivant, which is regis-
tered to the Kingdom of Calontir. Æthelmearc has a letter to
conflict from the King and Queen of Calontir.  However, cur-
rent practice allows someone owning Order of the X to use X
Pursuivant and vice versa.  Therefore two such items are ef-
fectively identical.  Since we cannot register two identical items
even with permission, the order name must be returned.

Calontir

Banba McGowen. Name and device. Per fess vert ermined
argent and argent, in base three hedgehogs azure.

The name and device are returned for lack of paperwork. Ad-
ditionally the documentation for Banba indicates that it was
used only as a place name or as the wife of a god.  Lastly, while
not a reason for return anymore, the submitter should be in-
formed that mixing Irish Gaelic and English spellings in a single
name is a vanishingly rare practice.  If the submitter is inter-
ested in the period Irish given name Banbnat, pronounced
roughly \BAHNV-nitch\, then Banbnat ingen in Gobann would
be an authentic Irish name meaning “Banbnat, daughter of the
smith.”

Drachenwald

Saarennon Katariina. Device. Azure, three garbs and a base
dovetailed Or.

This was pended from the June LoAR. It conflicts with
Cumming (important non-SCA arms), Azure three garbs Or.
This was added to the list of important arms in August, 1999.

East

Sarra Fina MacDonald. Device. Purpure, a thistle Or.

Conflict with the Order of the Sable Thistle of Ansteorra,  A
blue thistle sable, slipped and leaved Or.  There is one CD for
the field, but none for the blue flower; the bulk of the flower is
Or for both devices.
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